
With CollaborateBI, you can significantly improve your OBIEE or OAC 
experience with conversational capabilities directly in your dashboards. 
This tool integrates seamlessly into your application, effortlessly joining 
current workflows while enabling you to track the history behind 
analytical results.

This tool is not just about being able to easily comment on specific 
reports. CollaborateBI provides a multi-tiered platform built into 
your Analytics dashboard, creating a more collaborative and dynamic 
environment for insightful discussion.
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Comment at the Source
CollaborateBI’s multi-tiered annotation capabilities allow business users and 
analysts to leave comments where they belong — at the source of the conversation. 
With this intuitive and dynamic interface, users can…

• Respond to other users’ comments
• Edit their own comments
• Embed comment threads when needed

Broader discussions can take place in a generic dashboard thread, while more 
specific and detailed topics can be addressed in singular reports or even in 
individual rows within tables. 

CollaborateBI gives your users a level of specificity lacking in current Analytics 
environments. You no longer have to guess which reports are being referenced in 
emails or other communication channels. No more screenshots. No more copy and 
paste.

The Right Space for When You Need to Write More
CollaborateBI gives you the ability to add documentation to your Analytics 
environment for those times when you need more than a comment. Want to add 
a synopsis for a report? Easy. Need to provide the reasoning behind key analytic 
decisions? Simple. Want to record the history of a dataset? No problem.

With CollaborateBI, you no longer have to store documentation outside your 
Analytics environment. Keeping key materials contained inside the dashboard 
gives the right people access to key information when they need it — no searching 
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Share
Integrate with Your Workflow
CollaborateBI is designed as a tool of convenience, adding a layer of commentary 
functions to your Analytics operation. You can bring attention to important 
information on the dashboard using instant messaging platforms or email.

Your CollaborateBI installation includes custom integration with the team 
collaboration tool and email platform your organization already uses. This 
integration automatically generates a link to the comment’s or document’s location 
on the dashboard, bringing the communication full circle.

CollaborateBI’s documentation tool features a built-in text editor, allowing you to 
write longer reports, edit existing documents, and keep critical information where it 
can easily be found.
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Request a Demo!
Interested in seeing CollaborateBI in action? Request a free demo to see how the 
tool works and ask all your pressing questions about adding commentary to Oracle 
Analytics solutions.


